Abstract. For conventional linear models, uniform second order asymptotic linearity (in regression parameters) of M-statistics is studied under a variety of regularity conditions on the score functions.
Under suitable regularity conditions (viz., JureCkovä [6] ) it is known that (1.4) sup { l|n"^S^(t) + n"^C^tY(>^,F) ||: ||t || in probability, as n-s"», where M is an arbitrary finite positive number, n Y(I|^,F) is a suitable constant (depending on ip and F) and C" = Z c.c'.; i=l this is known as the uniform first order asynrptotia linearity of M-statistics in regression parameter. Results stronger than (1.4) have also been established under diverse regularity conditions (viz., JureiTkovä and Sen [4] , [5] , JureCkovä [8] , JureCkovä and Sen [9] and others). Side by side, we consider the case of a studentized M-statistics, so that the proofs for both the cases can be formulated in a common vein. Step, i. 
Cii(ra(e" -1) + n"ic;t for 1 si. Then by an appeal to the Skorokhod embedding of Wiener process, we have
where =p stands for the equality in law or distribution. For nsn^^ and , |u| iM, 
where K^^ is a finite, positive constant. Hence, given e>0, there exists a C>0 such that It remains to show that uniformly in ||t ||, |u| ^ M, as n-»"",
Note that by (2.8) (2.26) A" = n"^| I c.,[F(rae" + n'^clt) -F(ra)] + n"^, Z c.,.c:t n 11
using (2.2), (2.3) and the boundedness of f and f (in a neighbourhood of r), we obtain by some simple steps that each of A^^j^, A^g "'S 0(n"^), uniformly in l|t |1 äM and [ul^M. This shows that (2.24) holds, and the proof of the theorem is complete. Note that the indicator variables are all independent. Using (3.12), (3.13) and the above bound, we obtain that right hand side of (3.15) has a variance of the order n ' (which converges to 0 as n-^<=o), so that it is bounded in probability. Hence, the As a first
Step, we adopt the representation in (3.12) and (3.13) (without the index u). Then, note that for each i(=l,...,n), where Y*. lies between (Y^ -n"^c;t)/e"" ) and (Y^ -n"^(c:t + uY.)).
Thus, proceedings as in before (and making use of (3.2)), we obtain that sup{| " c.,[,j.(Y.-n"^c:t)/e"" S (ii) the stochastic processes under consideration are compact or tight.
The first aspect is relatively simple, and can be done along the lines of Jureckovä and Sen ( [4] , [5] and [7] ) and others. The second aspect is, however, relatively more involved. Recall that a process may be uniformly bounded (in probability) without being tight (although tightness implies the uniform boundedness in probability). For Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, we need to multiply both sides of (2.4) or (2.9)
by n^, and then the tightness can be proved along the lines of Jureekovä and Sen [9] . For the processes related to Theorems 3.1 and 3,2, note that \p" exists and is equal to 0 excepting at the jump points of 4)'
(which are finite in number), and hence, the proof of tightness is not Our main interest in this study is to show that as regards the uniform boundedness (in probability) result is concerned, such additional regularity conditions may not be needed, and detailed results can be obtained under appropriate regularity conditions pertaining to the nature of the score function ij;. The case of the studentized M-estimators is of especial interest, as here we have shown precisely the effect of studentization on the uniform linearity result for M-statistics, and this is very useful in the study of the asymptotic properties of onestep M-estimators (viz., JureCkovä and Sen [7] ).
